The new GMS Connect HR Cloud is here! This next generation
of HR technology gives you:
• A streamlined employee portal optimized for mobile
• Powerful new reports, enabling you to run payroll and
access the information you need in seconds
• A modern look and feel that is easy to navigate

Better User Experience for Employees
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Employees benefit from an employee portal designed to work across
smartphones, tablets, laptops, and desktops. The portal is easily customizable to
represent your brand, including colors, custom background, and login screen.
Employees have greater flexibility to access and update their own personal
information from anywhere anytime.

Improved Manager Experience
GMS Connect provides a powerful new manager interface with standardized role based user profiles
to control access to specific fields, menus and data. With role-based permissions, training is simplified
for managers who only must learn one system. Managers can access their own Employee Self Service
screen from one place, no more remembering multiple usernames and emails.
When you sign in you will immediately see that the user experience has been streamlined and
consolidated for maximum efficiency. With the new Favorites feature, you can create quick links to
your most-used tasks.
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Quickly Find What You Need, With Improved Search
New search capabilities make it extremely easy for managers to find almost anything by typing just a
few characters into the search box.
You can also apply filters to narrow your results before searching, filtering your results to only show
employees, reports, or fields. To use filters, simply enter the corresponding filter letter, followed by
the search term. Common filters are:
a: Application window or menu item
e: Employee name, id, etc.
f: Field name
r: Report name

Reporting
The new GMS Connect provides numerous pre-built reports with a wide range of customizable
parameters, making it easier than ever to find the information you need. Reports are generated in
real-time and are immediately available.
With Data Retriever, Managers can quickly access and report on employee data whenever they want.
Additionally, Managers can save templated employee reports, making it easy to quickly access the
same data the next time it’s needed.
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